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Coherent quasiparticle tunneling in d-wave superconductor SIS junctions
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Coherent quasiparticle tunneling characteristics are numerically calculated for a superconductor/insulator/
superconductor~SIS! tunnel junction with ad-wave order parameter. It is found that in coherent tunneling the
differential conductancedI/dV exhibits a very sharp peak at the superconducting gap voltage, showing a sharp
contrast to the case of incoherent tunneling, where thedI/dV peak is very broad. The sharpdI/dV peak is in
good agreement with experimental results for intrinsic Josephson junctions of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d . It is also
found that when a small amount of incoherent tunneling is involved, the tunneling characteristics change
abruptly to those of incoherent tunneling. These results imply that the tunneling in the intrinsic Josephson
junctions is mostly coherent.
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It is widely accepted that the order parameter of highTc

superconductors is primarily ofd-wave symmetry, as sup
ported by a large number of experimental results.1 The sym-
metry of the superconducting order parameter manifest
self in various superconducting properties.
superconducting tunnel junctions, the difference betweend-
and s-wave symmetry leads to a significant change in
current–voltage (I -V) characteristics. It is expected that
tunnel junction made of ad-wave supercondutor exhibits
large subgap conductance in itsI -V curve due to the line
nodes in thed-wave order parameter, presenting a sharp c
trast to the case of conventionals-wave tunnel junctions.
Indeed, this is supported by numerical calculations ofI -V
characteristics for superconductor/insulator/supercondu
~SIS! and superconductor/insulator/normal-metal~SIN! junc-
tions withd-wave symmetry.2,3 In SIN junctions, experimen-
tal results are basically in good agreement with numer
results.4,5 On the other hand, ind-wave SIS junctions, it is
becoming increasingly likely that experimental results do
agree with the numerical calculations.

It is known that in highly anisotropic high-Tc supercon-
ductors a layered crystal structure itself makes a stack
almost ideal SIS tunnel junctions, called intrinsic Joseph
junctions ~IJJ’s!.6,7 In crystals of such superconductors, t
c-axis transport directly represents the tunneling characte
tics of a d-wave SIS junction. Recently, a very small I
mesa was fabricated on a crystal surface and the quasip
cle I -V characteristics of the IJJ’s were measured by
short pulse method in an extended range covering the
voltage 2D/e.8 The measurement has revealed that there
significant differences between experimental results and
merical calculations ford-wave SIS junctions. A marked dif
ference is that calculateddI/dV-V curves show a very broa
conductance peak structure atV52D/e, while experimental
results exhibit a sharp peak.9 This difference is thought to
arise from the fact that the former numerical calculatio
lack an important factor, which we presume to be the coh
ence of tunneling, or the conservation of the transverse
mentum. The coherent tunneling itself is not a novel conc
It was suggested earlier associated with thec-axis transport
in high-Tc supercondutors.10 Recently, some experiment
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support the coherent tunneling based on the low-energy q
siparticle tunneling in IJJ’s of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d.8,11,12

This paper presents numerical calculations of the cohe
quasiparticle tunneling ind-wave SIS junctions to be com
pared with experimental results. We show numerically t
the coherent tunneling constraint causes a drastic chang
the I -V characteristics. We further show that when even
small amount of incoherent tunneling is partially involve
the I -V characteristics change drastically to those of incoh
ent tunneling. This implies in turn that the experimental
sult on IJJ’s is in itself evidence for the coherent quasipa
cle tunneling in thec-axis direction, if thedI/dV-V curve
exhibits a sharp peak at the gap voltage.

We start with a general expression. Quasiparticle curr
of a tunnel junction at a finite temperatureT is expressed as
follows:13

I ~V!5E dkL

~2p!3E dkR

~2p!3E2`

`

dvAL~kL ,v!

3AR~kR,v2eV!$ f ~v2eV!2 f ~v!%ut~kL ,kR!u2,

~1!

where A(k,v) is the spectral function for a quasipartic
with a momentumk and an energyv measured from the
Fermi level.t(kL ,kR) is the tunneling matrix element acros
the tunneling barrier,f (v) is the Fermi function, and the
suffixes L,R denote left and right, respectively. In the coh
ent tunneling, the momentum perpendicular to the tunnel
rectionk' is conserved so thatkL

'5kR
' . We assume for sim-

plicity that t(kL ,kR) is independent ofki, the momentum
parallel to the tunnel direction. LetgL(kL

' ,uL ,v) be thekL
'-

andu-dependent quasiparticle density of states expresse

gL~kL
' ,uL ,v!5E dkL

i

2p
A~kL

' ,kL
i ,uL ,v!,

whereuL5tan21(kLy
' /kLx

' ). gR is defined similarly. Then, the
constraint arising from the coherent tunneling is simplykL

'

5kR
' anduL5uR. In this case, the tunneling matrix eleme

ut(kL ,kR)u2 is rewritten as (2p)2utu2d(kL2kR)d(uL
'2uR

').
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The calculation of Eq. ~1! includes the produc
g(kL

' ,uL ,v)g(kR
' ,uR,v2eV), which is not generally ex-

plicit. To circumvent this complexity, we assume followin
the conventional way in this problem thatEF is sufficiently
larger thanD so thatg(k',u,v) is regarded as constant i
the nontrivial part of the integration. Theng(k',u,v)5g0
for T.Tc and g(k',u,v)5g0N(u,v) for T,Tc , where
N(u,v) is the normalized BCS quasiparticle density
states. Using this assumption, the normal tunneling re
tanceRN is expressed as

1

eRN
5

utu2

~2p!2E g0
2kL

'kR
'2pd~kL2kR!dkL

'dkR
' .

Finally we obtain the expression for the coherent quasipa
cle current,

I ~V!5
1

2peRN
E

0

2p

duE
2`

`

dvN~u,v!

3N~u,v2eV!$ f ~v2eV!2 f ~v!%. ~2!

In d-wave superconductors,N(u,v) is expressed as

N~u,v!5ReF v

Av22D2cos22u
G . ~3!

Using Eqs.~2! and ~3!, we first calculate the simplest cas
wheret is constant. The result is compared with earlier n
merical calculations,2,3 where the tunneling is tacitly as
sumed to be incoherent. Then we extend our calculatio
the case where the coherent tunneling occurs with a fi
broadness in theu dependence of the tunneling probabilit
In this case, thed function in the tunneling matrix element i
replaced by a Gaussian distribution function, represen
smeared coherent tunneling. This turns out to be particul
important to understand the nature of quasiparticle tunne
from the actualdI/dV-V characteristics.

Figures 1~a! and ~b! show two sets ofI -V or dI/dV-V
curves for coherent tunneling calculated using Eqs.~2! and
~3!. In this calculation and hereafter,eRN is set unity and
values forD andT are chosen tentatively from Ref. 3 for th
purpose of comparison. These values themselves hav
particular physical implication except that they are similar
experimental values for IJJ’s in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d. For com-
parison, we show in Fig. 2 the case of incoherent tunne
for a d-wave superconductor SIS tunnel junction, which
basically the same as the previous results.3 At a glance, it is
clear that the present results provide a sharp contrast to
2. The most significant difference is seen in the conducta
peak atV52D/e. In the incoherent tunneling case~Fig. 2!,
the conductance peak is very broad with a width of ab
D/e, and the peak height is less significant, while in t
coherent tunneling case the conductance peak is
nouncedly sharp, presenting a sharp contrast to the inco
ent case. This is the most dramatic change in the tunne
characteristics brought about by the incorporation of the
herent tunneling constraint.
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Another difference in the tunneling characteristics is se
in the subgap conductances(V)[dI/dV for V,2D/e. In
the coherent tunneling case,s(V) is almost linear inV, while
in the incoherent tunneling case,s(V) is nearly proportional
to V2 for V,D/e. This difference in theV dependence
comes from the difference in the evaluation of the joint de
sity of states in Eq.~2!. In the coherent tunneling, the inte

FIG. 1. ~a! A set of I -V curves calculated using Eqs.~3! and~4!
at various temperatures and~b! correspondingdI/dV-V curves,
showing very sharp conductance peaks.

FIG. 2. A set ofdI/dV-V curves for incoherent tunneling ca
culated under otherwise the same condition as that of Fig. 1, sh
ing very broad conductance peaks.
7-2
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gral of N(u,v)N(u,v2eV) with respect tou is evaluated,
while in the incoherent tunneling, that ofN(uL ,v)N(uR,v
2eV) is evaluated with respect touL anduR independently.
In the former case,dI/dV for small V is close to
*N(u,v)du, which is the quasiparticle density of states o
d-wave superconductor at low temperatures.14 ThendI/dV is
linear for lowerV as isN(v) for a d-wave superconductor
In the incoherent tunneling, on the other hand, the joint d
sity of states to be evaluated increases quadratically w
respect toN, from which it follows thatdI/dV is nearly
proportional toV2 for smallerV. The experimental result is
nearly expressed in terms ofV2 dependence, indicating tha
the tunneling partially includes incoherent process or so
other processes described in a later section.

These two differences represent the most pronoun
changes brought about by the incorporation of coherenc
tunneling. As will be mentioned later, actual characterist
for d-wave SIS junctions compare much well with the coh
ent tunneling case.

Artemenko15–17 also calculated the coherent tunnelin
characteristics for the interlayer Josephson effect in ad-wave
layered superconductor. He found thats(V) for small V de-
creases with increasingV, which is similar to the presen
result. However, his result implies thatI decreases forV
.2D/e, which is at variance both with the present result a
the experimental result. It should be noted that the Artem
ko’s result is based on a multistacked junctions, in wh
interplay of Josephson current, scattering and charging e
plays an important role. Their model takes into account
suppressed dispersion in the tunneling direction, which
more realistic than in the present case for a single juncti

Next we consider the case of smeared coherent tunne
where a small shift inu is involved on the occasion of tun
neling. This is likely because, to a greater or lesser deg
imperfections at the junction interfaces scatter quasipartic
giving a finite shift inu. We assume that the tunneling pro
ability is proportional to the Gaussian distribution, i.e.,

ut~uL ,uR!u252p
utu2

A2pS
expH 2

f2

2S2J [2ph~f!, ~4!

where f5uL2uR, and S is the standard deviation of th
shift f. It is implied that a largeS reflects a large amount o
scattering centers at the interfaces. Then we obtain

I ~V!5
1

2peRN
E

0

2p

duE
2`

`

dfh~f!E
2`

`

dvN~u,v!

3N~u1f,v2eV!$ f ~v2eV!2 f ~v!%. ~5!

Figures 3~a! and~b! show, respectively, two sets ofI -V or
dI/dV-V curves calculated using Eqs.~4! and~5! for various
S values at 4.2 K. We see from Figs. 2 and 3 thatI -V and
dI/dV-V curves smoothly change with increasingS from the
coherent tunneling curve to the incoherent curve, as
pected. WhenS is increased to a value of 20°, the condu
tance peak height decreases to almost half the value in
case ofS50. For S530° and larger, the tunneling chara
teristics are almost identical to those of incoherent tunnel
13250
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It is striking that theI -V curve almost completely changes
that of the incoherent tunneling characteristics at a sm
value ofS530°. This implies that the tunneling characteri
tics are very sensitive to the fraction of incoherent tunneli
This result further implies that when the tunneling charact
istics similar to those in Fig. 1 are observed, the tunneling
thought to be coherent for a sizable fraction of tunneli
quasiparticles.

It is interesting to compare the numerical calculation w
experimental results. The inset in Fig. 4 shows adI/dV-V
curve for IJJ’s of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d measured by short puls
tunneling spectroscopy using a small mesa of IJJ’s.18 Since
the sample providing thisdI/dV-V curve is in the overdoped
region, the influence of the pseudogap is much l
significant.18 On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the numeric
result for the coherent tunneling with almost identical valu
for D, T, andRN . It is clearly seen that the numerical resu
compares with the experimental result fairly well in that t
tunneling conductance peak atV545 mV is sharp and tha
s(V) for D/e,V,2D/e is suppressed compared with th
characteristics in Fig. 2. This agreement strongly supp
that the tunneling of quasiparticles in IJJ’s
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d is likely to be coherent.

It is also seen in Fig. 4 that there are still some differen
between the numerical calculations and the experimenta

FIG. 3. ~a! A set of I -V curves for 2D/e550 mV atT510 K.
~b! CorrespondingdI/dV-V curves for variousS values. It is seen
that the conductance peak becomes broader very rapidly asS in-
creases.
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sults. For example, in the region of smallerV, experimental
results behave likes}V2, while the calculation for the co
herent tunneling behaves likes}V. This difference is prob-
ably reduced to a great extent if we introduceu-dependent
tunneling matrix elements, which does not reach the gen
consensus.19–21 If we adopt the quasiparticle relaxatio

FIG. 4. Numerical calculation of coherent tunnelingdI/dV-V
curve for ad-wave SIS tunnel junction with values ofT510 K,
2D/e545 mV andRN50.5 V. The dashed line is calculated usin
the quasiparticle relaxation model withG50.8 meV. The inset
shows an experimentaldI/dV-V curve for a small mesa of IJJ’s o
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d measured by the short pulse method at 10 K
c
e

g
p

l-

13250
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model by Dynes22 or a finite value forf or both, the agree-
ment is much improved as depicted by dashed line in Fig
It is also noteworthy that calculateddI/dV-V curves at
higher temperatures exhibit a cusp atV50, which is missing
in experiments on IJJ’s of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d .8,18,23 How-
ever, this cusp readily vanishes if we introduce a finite q
siparticle relaxation timeG, which is very likely.

In conclusion, we have calculated numerically the coh
ent quasiparticle tunneling characteristics for an SIS tun
junction with a superconducting order parameter ofd-wave
symmetry. It is shown that introducing a factor of cohere
tunneling makes the conductance peak in thedI/dV-V curve
significantly sharper, which better agrees with interlayer tu
neling experiments. It is also shown that a small fraction
incoherent tunneling causes the tunneling characteristic
change drastically to those of incoherent tunneling. Go
agreement with the experimental results suggests that
quasiparticle tunneling in IJJ’s of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d is
mostly coherent.

Note added.After the completion of this manuscript, w
noted a paper by Krasnov,24 in which a similar result is de-
scribed in passing.
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